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Something Amazing
Ilse DeLange

[Intro]
C Dm G Am

[Verse 1]
C
I ve walked in these old shoes
  Dm
I feel they fit me best
        G/B           Am
They re just a little loose
C
They get me where I go
     Dm
They ve been there watched me grow
    G/B           Am
And put me to the test

[Pre-Chorus]
C                 Bm
I ve been told so many times
G/B                  Am
Be careful you might fall

I m ready for it all

[Chorus]
C
What would you say
                 Bm        F2
If we could make something amazing
   C                       Dm
Is it too far to where you are
           F2
Look at me changing
          C
One frame out of time
            Dm
I m crossing the line
             F
To something amazing

[Verse 2]
C
I thought the world was small
  Dm
I thought I d seen it all
        G/B       Am



But now it turned around
Am
It s all upside down
  C
I throw these shoes away
    Dm
And get a brand-new pair
   G/B            Am
To take us out of here

[Pre-Chorus]
C                 Bm
Look how they made me shine
G/B                  Am
Just like Queen Valentine

This is a special day

[Chorus]
C
What would you say
                 Bm        F2
If we could make something amazing
   C                       Dm
Is it too far to where you are
           F2
Look at me changing
          C
One frame out of time
            Dm
I m crossing the line
             F
To something amazing

[Bridge]
Can t find the reason, hiding away
G5
Why did it take so long
C
Empty excuses, scared of what truth is
G
Kept me from moving on

[Chorus]
C
What would you say

Is it too far to where you are
  C                       Dm
Look at me changing
C
What would you say
                  F2



If we could make something amazing
   C                       Dm
Is it too far to where your are
            F2
Look at me changing
          C
One frame out of time
            Dm
I m crossing the line
             F
To something amazing
                  F
This is something amazing


